Radiator for honda civic
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are looking for? Don't try this at home, but we've been able to touch the tops of thick aluminum
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can be made of copper, plastic, or aluminum, and their cost is often determined by the
thickness of materials and how the coolant is designed to flow within the core. Some radiators
have plastic end tanks, which can help save some money since they tend to be less expensive.
Q: How do you install a radiator? A: Radiators are manufactured specifically per vehicle
application to ensure the best in fitment, just like your original radiator. Remove your factory
unit and install the aftermarket radiator in its place. Q: What is a radiator? Why buy a radiator?
A: A radiator is a device that cools the entire engine by using a water and antifreeze mixture.
The mixture flows through your cooling system, passing through the radiator and back where it
is cooled again by convection with the air. When your engine is cooler, your car performs better
and can go faster. Filter Your Results. Radiators Blox Racing 1. Koyo 2. Megan Racing 4.
Mishimoto 1. Rev9Power 3. Skunk2 4. Spec D 1. Choose Your Vehicle:. Check out this episode
of Andy's Auto Sport TV where we explain all the basics you need to know about buying a
radiator. In the video, we give information that helps explain the difference between a factory
replacement radiator and a performance radiator. We explain the difference between a 1-row
radiator, a 2-row radiator, etc. We also explain how the fin-count on a radiator affects its cooling
capacity. We also explain why it''s so critical to get a performance radiator if you intend to run a
high horsepower vehicle. Few things are forever, and that includes anti-freeze. In this video, we
show you how to tell if your coolant is past its expiration date or mixed at the wrong ratio.
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Up. For more information go to Three Ways to Maintain Your Honda Civic Radiator It is the
radiator that keeps your Honda Civic's engine from overheating and potentially damaging itself,
so it's important that you also look after it. Good thing, the radiator is among the vehicle
components that are easy to maintain. You just have to keep some elements of your cooling
system in their normal state, and your radiator will be just fine. Below are some tips that you
should keep in mind to get the most out of your Honda Civic radiator and add more years to its
service life:. The coolant is your cooling system's lifeblood. This fluid goes through the radiator
to dissipate the heat that it has collected from the working engine. Low coolant level in the
radiator can cause overheating, which can damage not only the engine but also some cooling
system components. Having the right proportion of water and antifreeze in the radiator also
prevents water from freezing in cold temperatures and boiling when the climate gets warmer.
So, as soon as you noticed that you have low coolant level in the radiator, top it up as soon as
possible. Regardless of the miles you have put on your Honda Civic, it is a good idea that you
have your radiator flushed annually. Flushing can rid your radiator of buildups of rust,
sediments, and dirt, which can clog the cooling system. While radiator maintenance is
something that you can do without the help of a pro, it is still wise if you take your Honda Civic
to a qualified mechanic once in every two years for a comprehensive cooling system inspection.
Most of the time, such inspection includes machine-powered radiator flush, cooling system
pressure checks, leak inspection, application of sealant and lubricant where and when
necessary, and other maintenance essentials. Honda has long been an established brand
because of its motorcycles. Its cars, however, did not gain that much sales and attention until
Honda Civic was introduced in It is designed to transfer heat from the coolant to the outside air.
If you do not replace a faulty radiator, your car will often overheat. This may cause unnecessary
stress on your engine leading to long term damage on rings, pistons and rod bearings. For over
40 years, Honda Civic has been known for its affordability and reliability. Honda has long been
known for its motorcycles. What made this line different was that it had the finish of a German
automobile but at a much lower cost. This fluid is responsible for cooling down your heated car
engine. The coolant circulates through the entire engine with the help of a water pump. Once
the coolant reaches its maximum temperature, it will make its way back to the radiator. The
radiator then cools down this fluid with the help of a cooling fan. The coolant will make its way
back to the water pump and the process will repeat itself. This whole process would not be
possible without the help of a radiator. A radiator can come in different forms and shapes but it
is basically made of either aluminum, copper, or plastic. The core is the most important part of
the radiator. It is composed of a large block, with metal fins that allow the heat to flow to the

outside air through the grille. Radiators are often classified based on the number of cores it has.
For example; one-core, two-core, or three-core radiators. It uses a spring to create pressure up
to 20 PSI. Inlet and outlet tanks are responsible for moving the coolant from the engine to the
radiator. A crossflow radiator tank is positioned on the side of the core while a downflow
radiator tank is located at the top or bottom of the core. Most Honda Civic models come with an
aluminum radiator. Although copper and brass tanks were widely used in the s, they were heavy
and expensive. Because of its high cost, it was soon replaced by aluminum and plastic
materials. However, this often creates confusion because only the tanks are made of plastic. A
typical Honda Civic radiator consists of plastic tanks with an aluminum core. The most common
problem with Civic radiators are leaks due to cracks on the top tank near the pressure cap. This
is because the center core is simply attached to the plastic tank with only a gasket between the
two. Plastic and aluminum radiators are easy to mass produce because of its low cost. This
type of radiator is made of an aluminum core and aluminum tanks. It is often used for
high-performing cars. One advantage of having an aluminum radiator is that it is easy to weld.
Whenever there are cracks or leaks, a mechanic can just repair the cracks instead of replacing
your radiator with a new one. There have been already ten generations of Honda Civic ever
since its debut in Radiators are usually sold individually, and Civic radiators usually have a
1-row core. One of the most obvious signs that your radiator needs replacement is a coolant
leak. This is easy to detect because the fluid will be visible on the floor either on the front or
center of your vehicle. Your low coolant light might also constantly turn on, even when you are
filling up your tank regularly. This may cause unnecessary stress on your engine leading to
long-term damage on rings, pistons, and rod bearings. If you notice that your car frequently
overheats, it may be time to have your vehicle checked by a trusted mechanic. Most radiator
problems can't be seen through visual inspection. Thankfully, there are always signs that will
tell you if this cooling system component is in trouble. You just have to be on your guard
should any of the signs appear, so you can start with your troubleshooting right away. Here are
some of the problems you are likely to experience with your car that has something to do with
your Honda Civic radiator:. When the coolant level of your cooling system is unexpectedly low,
even though you've just topped it up a couple of days ago, there might be a leak in the system
that causes the coolant to deplete that fast. The problem may not be just on the radiator. It's
also possible that the leak is on the hoses and the connections. To know if the leak comes from
your Civic's radiator, look for a puddle of liquid underneath the engine when the vehicle isn't
running. If there is any and the fluid looks red or green and is slimy in texture, that's probably a
coolant leaking out of the radiator. While there can be several factors that cause engine
overheating, your first point of inspection when this happens in your Civic should be the
radiator, what with its job of keeping the engine cool as it runs. If the engine overheats, it's
possible that the radiator loses its capability of dissipating the engine heat absorbed by the
coolant probably due to clogging or other problems. When this happens while you're driving,
pull over on the safe side of the road and open the hood to let the engine cool down before
troubleshooting. If your pressure gauge tells you that there's a drop in pressure, it's an
indication of an existing radiator problem. It could be that the radiator has corrosion rust
buildup inside. This can be remedied by flushing the radiator and checking the pressure again.
Honda Civic radiator replacements made by OEMs are relatively more expensive than universal
fit radiators. However, the OEM fit units are more favorable than the second option because with
OEMs, the customers are sure to have the premium quality and perfect fit replacements for their
old Honda Civic radiators. Apart from the usual leaks and overheating caused by the wear and
tear of the radiator hoses and fan, the radiator cap can also initiate cracks on the top portion of
the radiator body. These cracks, which will eventually result to water and coolant leaks, are the
by-products of too much pressure on the radiator body and cap. Pressure tests can be done to
check if the cap is broken or damaged. These black spots or streaks are signs of oil
contamination in the water or anti-freeze. It is never normal for oil and water inside the radiator
to mix. If this happens, it is possible that the head gasket of your Honda Civic radiator is
starting to fail. Further damage to this part of the radiator will result to coolant leakage,
overheating, or complete loss of engine power. But most Honda Civic models use radiators with
aluminum core and plastic tanks. Although copper and brass radiators are of good quality,
radiators with aluminum components are favored because they are more efficient, lighter, and
easy to manufacture. They also do a better job in cooling the engine than copper and brass
radiators. Repair is not really an option for aluminum radiators of Honda Civic models. Aside
from the fact that aluminum and plastic is very difficult to mend, there is no assurance that the
cracks and leakage problems will be solved for a long period of time. These types of damages
will just recur unless the entire radiator unit is replaced. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
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is damaged, is it better to have it replaced or repaired? Below are some tips that you should
keep in mind to get the most out of your Honda Civic radiator and add more years to its service
life: Always keep your coolant topped up. Perform a radiator flush at least once a year. Take
your Civic to a qualified mechanic at least once in every two years for a thorough cooling
system check-up. Honda Civic Radiator Buyer's Guide. Frequently Asked Questions. How much
do Honda Civic radiator replacements cost? Helpful Automotive Resources. The PCM uses the
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